
PRIVATE SECTOR BUSINESS PLAN

For companies in private industry, the heart of the business plan is a business model and business strategywhich
describe how and where the company expects.

In Three Years? In contrast to the business plan questions above, the business case addresses issues like these:
Business cases are designed to answer questions like these about the consequences of an action or decision:
What will be the financial consequences if we choose X or do Y? But creative partnerships that leverage the
benefits of each are proven to be enormously effective. Any small-business owner looking to start or grow will
tell you that access to capital is the first thing they think about in the morning and the last thing on their mind
before bed. Is organized around: A single action or single decision and its alternatives. A business plan can
support a business case by helping case developers estimate costs and expenses, revenues, and expected
changes in these areas. Is based on: A cost model and a benefits rationale, designed for the case, and applied to
one or more action scenarios. And, of course, the opposite is true: no matter how good an idea or how
profitable a business, it's impossible to grow without steady and predictable sources of funding. The fund
focuses on making an impact on the Michigan economy by providing capital to businesses that are
headquartered in Michigan, have a significant presence in Michigan or are in the process of expanding their
operations in Michigan so they can grow and create jobs. The business model for the organization showing
where and how the company makes money, similar to Income statement , as well as expected trends,
competitor actions, etc. May focus on funding needs, budgetary requirements, and ability to operate within a
budget. An organization or the entire enterprise. Before leading the U. In brief, a business plan as it appears
above is "all about" the "business" or the organization, or a part of the firm. May include projected Pro-forma
Income statements or Balance sheets for future years. Business performance in terms such as sales, margins,
profits, and business "health" by contributions to important Balance sheet categories In a non-profit or
government organization: The scope of the case may include benefits and costs to the population served as
well as the organization itself. Whereas the business plan asks what the business will look like, the business
case asks: What will be the consequences in business terms if we take this or that action? What will we need
as a capital budget next year if we decide to buy the service vehicles instead of leasing them? Predicts: Cash
flow results and critical non-financial impacts that follow from the action. Also includes critical non-financial
impacts. Business objectives for the organization. Entrepreneur Economy One great example of this is the U.
Is the investment in new phone technology justified? Confusion sometimes arises about the differences
between the business case and the business plan and the ways they complement each other. The business case
is designed to address questions about a single action or decision. Are there critical non-financial outcomes
can we expect in either case? A business case can support a business plan by helping answer questions like
this: "How will the action impact the organization's business performance? And new approaches that further
broaden the pool of capital will continue to change the game for America's entrepreneurs. Business Plan vs.
Another promising development is the growth of peer-to-peer lending, or crowd-sourcing, such as Lending
Club, Prosper and Kickstarter. The plan may cover a single product or product line or the whole organization.
Small Business Administration, I spent my entire career in the private sector. That is, what will its financial
position and business performance look like then? How many years will it take this startup firm to become
profitable? Is there a positive ROI? Government and private-sector solutions both have benefits and blind
spots. Business Case and Business Plan Compared The table below summarizes and contrasts the essential
differences between a business case and a business plan. What sales, margins, and revenues can we expect
next year? Business Case What Are the Differences? Those questions contrast with the focus of the business
plan, which addresses similar issues about the organization or about the business. A big take-away from my
time at SBA is that there's no one-size-fits-all solution.


